
SOFTWARE FEATURES

Progress Monitoring System provides reports, progress 
assessments, and chapter test results. By reviewing student data, 
teachers can easily see where students are struggling and which 
concepts need to be reviewed. The online version of the software 
allows administrators to see progress across sites and compare 
student achievement. 

3 Diagnostic & Progress Assessments are administered by 
teachers to diagnose each student’s proficiency in: word recognition, 
common sight words, and word segmentation. Based on the initial 
assessment data, teachers assign students to one of three lesson 
tracks: emerging, basic, or accelerated. Teachers can re-administer 
these assessments anytime to gauge student achievement.

68 Interactive Lessons help students master a simple 
framework that empowers them to read the majority of words in the 
English language. Students also receive basic grammar instruction. In 
response to performance on computer-administered skill checks and 
chapter tests, the software differentiates pacing and reinforcement 
activities  to meet the needs of each student.

13 Most Common Word Lessons build student  proficiency 
on the 300 most common sight words used in the English language. 
These words make up over 65% of all written material and rapid 
recognition of these terms helps students read at a pace conducive  
to comprehension. 

Over 12,000 Vocabulary Terms are defined, used in context, 
and displayed with a graphic where possible. 

Over 280 Lexiled® Reading Passages help students 
convert decoding skills into reading fluency and comprehension. 
The passages have been Lexiled® and include high-interest topics in 
17 different genres. Access to higher level passages is unlocked as 
students complete lesson material and raise their reading level.

3 Skill-Based Games can be self-accessed by students for 
motivating practice opportunities that reinforce skills. The difficulty 
level increases as students advance through the software. Instructors 
can adjust student access to games as desired. 
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Pronunciation Proficiency Tool uses animated 
cutaways to show the proper tongue placement for 
pronouncing each sound of the English language. Students 
can also watch videos showing proper mouth movements 
for each sound. Students equipped with a microphone can 
record themselves practicing each sound and compare their 
pronunciation to the narrator’s.

Optional Language Translations allow students 
to hear lesson summaries in Spanish, Mandarin Chinese, 
Japanese, or Haitian-Creole - making the software accessible 
to ESL students who understand little or no English. Each 
language option is available at an additional cost. 

Vocabulary Language Translations allow students to 
read the translation of each word in their native tongue above 
the English equivalent. Students can also record themselves 
practicing each term to compare their pronunciation to the 
narrator’s. This feature is included with the additional cost 
of lesson translations and only appears when that setting is 
selected for a student. 

English for Special Purposes Databases help ESL 
students reinforce phonetic skills and develop vocabulary 
specific to certain settings common to American culture: 
Travel, Hospitality, Business, Medicine, School, Culinary, 
Construction, and Law Enforcement. 
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The Reading Horizons software 

empowers students to work 

autonomously and correct their 

errors independent of another 

person or teacher. They see instant 

results from their work and efforts.”

Deborah Thomas, 
Novi High School, MI

Reading Horizons has opened up a 

whole new world for my students. 

I believe it has saved many of my 

students from going down the wrong 

track in life. They have made leaps 

and bounds in their reading abilities.”

Leah Wood, Yselta Independent 
School District, TX

In just three months we have seen 

incredible results with Reading 

Horizons. Several teachers have 

commented on increased confidence 

levels in class, increased fluency, and 

more accurate spelling.”

Steven Squillante, Assistant Principal
High School of Economics & Finance, 
Manhattan, NY


